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Abstract. Adaptive constraint processing with Constraint Handling
Rules (CHR) allows the application of intelligent search strategies to
solve Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP), but these search algo-
rithms have to be implemented in the host language of adaptive CHR,
which is currently Java. On the other hand, CHR∨ enables to explic-
itly formulate search in CHR, using disjunctive bodies to model choices.
However, a naive implementation for handling disjunctions, in particu-
lar chronological backtracking (as implemented in Prolog) might cause
“thrashing” due to an inappropriate order of decisions. To avoid this, a
first combination of adaptive CHR and CHR∨ is presented to offer a more
efficient embedded search mechanism to handle disjunctions. Therefore
the refined operational semantics of CHR is extended for disjunctions
and adaptation.

1 Introduction

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) define a rule-based formalism which is pri-
marily designed to specify constraint solvers [5,6] on a rather abstract, declar-
ative level. Secondly, it is also a Turing-complete committed choice, high-level
programming language [8] that allow elegant and efficient formulations of algo-
rithms, e. g. optimal union-find [11].

There are several extensions of the ‘original’ CHR: probabilistic CHR for
probabilistic reasoning [4], adaptive CHR [14] that allows adaptation of CHR
reasoning in dynamic environments and – last but not least – CHR∨ [1] handling
disjunctions of constraints.

With respect to constraint solving adaptive CHR and CHR∨ offer helpful
features concerning search. In general, (systematic) search is the most appro-
priate method to determine solutions of constraint problems. On the one hand,
adaptive CHR justifies all derived constraints – especially false – enabling the
implementation of intelligent search algorithms [13] like dynamic backtracking [7]
or conflict directed back-jumping [9]. Currently, these search algorithms have to



be implemented in Java, the host language of adaptive CHR [12]. Thus the pro-
grammer has to familiar with both languages: CHR which is logic- and rule-based
and Java which is object-oriented and imperative. On the other hand, CHR∨ al-
lows the formulation of disjunctive choices within CHR and thus the explicit
formulation of search in CHR. The chosen decisions span a decision/search tree
concerning CHR∨’s operational semantics. This means that search in CHR does
not require any knowledge about the host language. However, any naive imple-
mentation of this operational semantics may cause trees of exponential size due
to the combinatorial explosion of the choices. While chronological backtracking,
systematic depth-first search (as in Prolog) is efficient in space it is in general
not efficient in time. Thus, the idea arises to combine both extensions of CHR re-
taining the declarative formulation of search within CHR itself from CHR∨ and
using intelligent strategies enabled by adaptive CHR while performing search.

The paper is organized as follows: Initially, we introduce CHR as well as its
extension CHR∨ by examples. Then, we present a refined operational semantics
for CHR∨. This operational semantics is further extended using the mechanism
developed for adaptive CHR to realize conflict-directed back-jumping. Its ad-
vantages with respect to efficiency is shown by a detailed example. Finally, a
conclusion is drawn and the next steps of future work are outlined.

2 Adaptive CHR and CHR∨ by Example

symmetry @ edge(X,Y)
1
<=> neq(X,Y), neq(Y,X).

notEqual @ neq(X,X)
2
<=> false.

ground1stOf3 @ indomain(X,[X,B,C])3 <=> true.

ground2ndOf3 @ indomain(X,[A,X,C])4 <=> true.

ground3rdOf3 @ indomain(X,[A,B,X])5 <=> true.

ground1stOf2 @ indomain(X,[X,B])6 <=> true.

ground2ndOf2 @ indomain(X,[A,X])7 <=> true.

prune1stOf3 @ neq(X,Y)
9
\ indomain(X,[Y,B,C])

8
<=> indomain(X,[B,C]).

prune2ndOf3 @ neq(X,Y)
11
\ indomain(X,[A,Y,C])

10
<=> indomain(X,[A,C]).

prune3rdOf3 @ neq(X,Y)
13
\ indomain(X,[A,B,Y])

12
<=> indomain(X,[A,B]).

prune1stOf2 @ neq(X,Y)
15
\ indomain(X,[Y,B])

14
<=> X=B.

prune2ndOf2 @ neq(X,Y)
17
\ indomain(X,[A,Y])

16
<=> X=A.

Fig. 1. A CHR program for graph-coloring problems with at most 3 colors

Figure 1 shows CHR that handle graph-coloring problem with at most 3
colors where any two nodes connected by a common edge must not have the
same color. Some constraints represent the edges between the nodes of a graph
while others define the domains of these nodes, i. e. their possible colors. The
CHR constraint edge(A, B) means that there is an undirected edge between the



nodes A and B. The CHR constraint neq(A, B) means that the nodes A and B

must have different colors. The CHR constraint indomain(A, L) means that the
node A may be colored with one of the values in the list L.

In general, there are three kinds of rules: simplifications, propagations and
simpagations. Simplifications and propagations are special cases of simpagations.
The general form of a simpagation rule is (cf. [3]):

r @ H1\H2 ⇐⇒ G | B .

where r is the rule’s optional name. If the rule’s name is omitted, then the
delimiter ‘@’ is omitted, too. H1 as well as H2 are possibly empty sequences of
CHR constraints: the head constraints. Either H1 or H2 might be empty but
not both. If one is empty, then the delimiter ‘\’ is omitted. If H1 is empty, then
the rule is a simplification rule. If H2 is empty, then the rule is a propagation
rule. To discriminate these both rule types, the symbol ‘⇐⇒’ is replaced by ‘=⇒’
in case of propagations. G is a possibly empty sequence of built-in constraints:
the guard constraints. In case of an empty sequence of guard constraints the
delimiter ‘|’ is omitted or made explicit by true. B is a possibly empty sequence
of CHR or built-in constraints: the body constraints. An empty sequence of body
constraints is considered as true, too. Finally, a sequence of CHR is called a CHR
program. For its operational semantics (cf. [3]) the head constraints in the rules
are uniquely numbered top-down, right-to-left with the integers 1, 2, . . ., etc.3

Example 1. In Figure 1 only special instances of two out of three kinds
of rules are presented: simplification rules, e. g. like ground1stOf3

@ indomain(X,[X,B,C]) <=> true. and simpagation rules, e. g. like
prune2ndOf2 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[A,Y]) <=> X=A. The intended se-
mantics of the first rule is that if a node X is colored by the first value in its
domain then the domain information is redundant because the node’s color is
determined. Operationally, this means that such domain constraints are removed
from the constraint store, e. g. the constraint indomain(red, [red, green, blue]) is
removed. The intended meaning of the second rule is that if there is an edge
from node X to node Y and the node Y is labeled with the second color in the
domain of node X , then X must be labeled with the first color in its domain
because it must have a different color, i. e. the domain constraint is replaced by
a simple equation.

Adaptive CHR annotates each constraint with a justification set, i. e. a finite
set of integers. Any application of a CHR unites the justification sets of all
involved constraints, i. e. of the head constraints and the built-in constraints
necessary for head matching and guard entailment. Then, the body constraints
are justified (i. e. annotated) by these unions (cf. [14] for the details).4

Example 2 (continuation of Example 1). Let two justified constraints be given:
neq(P, blue){1} and indomain(P, [green, blue]){3,5} justified by {1} and {3, 5}

3 This order prefers simplification over propagation (cf. [3]).
4 Due to lack of space the underlying theory is omitted.



respectively. Then, the application of the rule prune2ndOf2 @ neq(X,Y) \
indomain(X,[A,Y]) <=> X=A. to these both constraints replaces them by the
equation (P = green){1,3,5} justified by the union {1} ∪ {3, 5}. Now if there are
additional constraints neq(P, Q){2} and (Q = green){4} then the rule notEqual

@ neq(X,X) <=> false. applies yielding an inconsistency, i. e. false{1,2,3,4,5}, jus-
tified by {2} ∪ {1, 3, 5} ∪ {4}.

In CHR∨ the body B of a rule r @ H1\H2 ⇐⇒ G | B. is a possibly empty
sequence of subsequences of CHR or built-in constraints: choices of (conjunctions
of) constraints separated by the delimiter ‘;’. Thus any CHR program is a CHR∨

program, too.

Example 3. The CHR program introduced in Figure 1 extended by the CHR∨

rules

label3 @ label(X)19, indomain(X,[A,B,C])18 <=> X=A; X=B; X=C.

label2 @ label(X)21, indomain(X,[A,B])20 <=> X=A; X=B.

is a CHR∨ program that allows the solution of graph-coloring problems. It re-
places for any node X “declared” to be labeled via the constraint label(X) its
domain constraint by a disjunction that equals the node with the colors in the do-
main. For instance, the CHR constraints label(N), indomain(N, [red, green, blue])
will be replaced by the disjunction of equations N = red∨N = green∨N = blue.
Then, these alternatives of the variable’s labeling are tried in separate branches
of a derivation tree (cf. Section 3).

3 A Refined Operational Semantics ω
∨

r
of CHR∨

In this section a refined tree-based operational semantics of CHR∨ is given with-
out determining the order how this tree has to be traversed. A more sophisticated
semantics using a depth-first or breadth-first strategy is presented in [2].

Based on the refined operational semantics ωr of CHR [3] an execution state
is a tuple R = 〈A, S, B, T 〉m in ω∨

r . Further in CHR∨ there might be alter-
native execution states R1 | . . . | Rn (n > 0). There, the execution stack A

is a sequence of constraints, choices, identified CHR constraints, or of occur-
renced identified CHR constraints. In the stack A only the top-most item is
active. A choice (a1; . . . ; an) is a tuple of sequences a1, . . . , an of constraints,
e. g. ai = ci1 , . . . , cik

.5

An identified CHR constraint c#i is a CHR constraint c associated with
some unique integer i. This number serves to differentiate among clones of the
same constraint. The functions on chr and id on identified CHR constraint with
chr(c#i) = c and id(c#i) = i (cf. [3]) are extended to sequences and sets
canonically, e. g. chr(c#i, d, #j) = c, d and id({c#i, d#j}) = {i, j}.

5 Sequences will be represented using the notation U ◦ V where U and V are two
concatenated sequences. Any single item t is considered as a sequence, too. It is the
topmost item in t ◦ V . The empty sequence is represented by λ.



An occurrenced identified CHR constraint c#i : j indicates that the identified
CHR constraint c#i is currently being matched against the j-th head constraint
of a rule when it is active, e. g. an active edge(P, Q)#i : 1 is matched against
the head of the symmetry rule in Figure 1.

The CHR constraint store S is a set of identified CHR constraints containing
candidates that can be matched with rules in a CHR∨ program.

The built-in constraint store B is an internal representation of all built-in
constraints passed to the underlying built-in solver, i. e. “. . . an abstract logical
conjunction of constraints.” [3]

The propagation history T is a set of tuples containing the identifiers of
identified CHR constraints which fired a rule and the rule’s uniquely defined
name.6 – The maintenance of the propagation history avoids multiple identical
applications of a propagation rule to the same sequence of CHR constraints
preventing trivial non-termination (see [3] for details). Finally, the integer m is
the next integer that has not yet been used to identify a CHR constraint.

The initial states in ω∨
r are the same as in ωr: 〈A, ∅, true, ∅〉1 having empty

constraint stores and histories where the constraints to be handled, i. e. the
goals, are in the execution stack. Here, each goal is either a constraint c or a
choice (a1; . . . ; an). Just as in ωr, execution proceeds by exhaustively applying
transitions to an initial state until the built-in store of the resulting state is
inconsistent, i. e. equivalent to false or no further transitions are applicable.
These states are called final states. Furthermore, each initial state is the root of
a derivation tree, i.e. the unique state at the first level of such a tree.

We assume that the transitions Solve, Activate, Reactivate, Drop, Simplify,
Propagate and Default in ωr are based on a CHR program where all rules are
uniquely named. Now, if R � R′ holds for two states R and R′ in ωr, it also
holds in ω∨

r and vice-versa. For handling choices in the execution stack there is
an additional transition splitting choices into separate branches of the derivation
tree:

Split: If there is no inconsistency and the next goal is a choice, then the derivation
is split in several branches: one branch for each alternative (conjunction of)
constraint(s) to be handled in a subsequent state:

〈(a1; . . . ; an) ◦ A, S, B, T 〉m � 〈a1 ◦ A, S, B, T 〉m | · · · | 〈an ◦ A, S, B, T 〉m

if the built-in store is consistent, i. e. B 6= false.
Now, let R1 | . . . | Rn be the states at some level in the derivation tree and

Rij
� R′

ij
hold for a subsequence Ri1 , . . . Rik

of R1, . . . , Rn in ω∨
r , especially

if R′
ij

= Z1 | . . . | Zl is the result of a split. Further, let Rp be final for p ∈

{1, . . . , n}\{i1, . . . ik}. Then, R1 | . . . | Rn � R′
i1
| . . . | R′

ik
holds in ω∨

r defining
the next level of the derivation tree (cf. [1] for the ‘.| . . . |.’ notation).

Example 4 (continuation of Example 3). Take the CHR program in Figure 1
extended by the CHR∨ rules label2 and label3 presented in Example 3. Then the

6 In the following we assume that each rule has such a name.



goal is A0 = (edge(X1, X2) ◦ A1) with

A1 = (edge(X2, X3), . . . , edge(Xn−1, Xn), edge(U, V ), edge(V, W ), edge(W,U),

indomain(X1, [red, green, blue]), . . . , indomain(Xn, [red, green, blue]),

indomain(U, [red, green]), indomain(V, [red, green]), indomain(W, [red, green]),

label(X1), . . . , label(Xn), label(U), label(V ), label(W )) .

So, the initial state roots in a single branch where the edge constraints are
replaced by neq constraints:

〈edge(X1, X2) ◦ A1, ∅, true, ∅〉1

�Activate 〈edge(X1, X2)#1 : 1 ◦ A1, {edge(X1, X2)#1}, true, ∅〉2

�Simplify 〈neq(X1, X2) ◦ neq(X2, X1) ◦ A1, ∅, true, ∅〉2 � . . .

Then, the label constraints will span a derivation tree that will initially have 3
siblings – one for each possible color of X1. Each of these siblings will be the root
of a binary subtree that will represent all possible combinations of the remaining
colors of X2, . . . , Xn, and U , e. g. in the subtree where X1 = blue holds, these
remaining colors are red and green. Obviously, all leaves of these subtrees will
be inconsistent states because all bindings of the variables U , V and W with
the available colors red and green will result in an inconsistency because there
must be at least 3 different colors for these variables to be labeled with pairwise
different values – however, there are only two.

Due to the unfortunate circumstances that the variables U , V , and W are
labeled last, the detection of the inconsistency of the coloring problem requires
the consideration of the whole derivation tree of size O(2n). Thus, the necessary
computation effort is at least O(2n), too.

4 The Extended and Refined Operational Semantics ω
∨

?

r

In this section we propose an extended operational semantics of CHR∨ that
realizes conflict-directed back-jumping (CBJ). Other intelligent search strategies
like dynamic backtracking require adjustments of the presented extension. We
focus on CBJ because it performs well on SAT problems, i. e. an important
problem class of high practical relevance (cf. [13]). There, CBJ compared to
chronological backtracking reduces the runtime in general one to two orders of
magnitude even if the overhead for maintaining the justifications of adaptive
CHR is considered.

Based on the previously defined operational semantics ω∨
r an extended ex-

ecution state is a tuple (l, W, K, R) where l ∈ N is the level indicator (within
the “virtual” derivation tree spanned by the CHR∨ rules), W is a sequence of
choices, K is a conflict set, i. e. a set of integer, containing the identifiers of
decisions that causes an inconsistency at the current level (see below). The tuple
R = 〈A, S, B, T 〉m is an execution state in ω∨

r . A choice l : (a1; . . . ; an)J consists
of a sequence a1, . . . , an of sequences of constraints, e. g. ai = ci1 , . . . , cik

at a
level indicator l, i. e. an integer value, annotated by a justification set J , i. e. a



set of integers. Further, any (sequence of) constraint(s) c may be annotated by a
justification set, too: cJ . By convention, if a justification is missing, it is assumed
to be the empty set. In detail, identified CHR constraints as well as occurrenced
identified CHR constraints are justified, too. Thus, an identified CHR constraint
cJ#i is a CHR constraint c annotated by a justification set J (see above) and
associated with some unique identifier i. Further, it holds chr(cJ#i) = c and
id(cJ#i) = i for the already defined functions. An occurrenced identified CHR
constraint cJ#i : j is accordingly defined.

The built-in constraint store B contains an abstract justified logical con-
junction of constraints resulting from an underlying solver. In the case of an
inconsistency the built-in store becomes falseF . Then, the justification set F

contains identifiers of constraints chosen from choices that are responsible for
this inconsistency (see below).

The Initial States are of the form (0, λ, ∅, 〈A, ∅, true, ∅〉1) having empty se-
quences of choices, conflict sets, constraint stores and histories. The constraints
to be handled, i. e. the goals, are in the execution stack. Again, goals are ei-
ther constraints c∅ or choices (a1; . . . ; an)∅. Here, for simplicity they are always
justified by the empty set – in general any justifications are possible.

Just as in ωr, execution proceeds by exhaustively applying transitions to an
initial state until the built-in store of the resulting state is inconsistent, i. e.
equivalent to false and neither Backtrack nor Back-Jump transitions (see below)
are applicable, or no other transition is applicable. These states are called final
states.

We assume that the transitions Solve, Activate, Reactivate, Drop, Simplify,
Propagate and Default in ωr are based on a CHR program where all rules are
named and that the annotated justifications are maintained as in [14]. Now, if
R � R′ holds for these transitions, we have the analogous extended transitions:

(l, W, K, R) � (l, W, K, R′) ,

where any annotated justifications of the constraints or choices are passed with-
out consideration, except within the Simplify and Propagate transitions. Here
the union of the justifications of all constraints necessary for these transitions
justifies the body constraints and the equations in the required substitutions.
Therefore we define the function just that unites the justifications of sets and
conjunctions of justified constraints, i. e. just(cJ1

1 ∧ . . .∧ cJn
n ) = J1∪ . . .∪Jn and

just({cJ1

1 , . . . , cJn
n }) = J1 ∪ . . . ∪ Jn.

Simplify: If B 6= falseF and the jth occurrence of the CHR predicate of c in
a new rule variant in P is r @ H ′

1 \ H ′
2, dj , H

′
3 ⇐⇒ G | C and there exists

a matching substitution θ such that c = θ(dj), chr(H1) = θ(H ′
1), chr(H2) =

θ(H ′
2), chr(H3) = θ(H ′

3), and B = E ∧ B′ such that D |= E −→ ∃E(θ ∧ G)
holds, then:

(l, W, K, 〈(cI#i : j ◦ A, {cI#i} ] H1 ] H2 ] H3 ] S, B, T 〉m)

� (l, W, K, 〈CJ ◦ A, H1 ] S, θJ ∧ B, T 〉m)



Concerning the justifications, it holds J = I ∪ just(H1)∪ just(H2)∪ just(H3)∪
just(E), where E is an appropriate (e. g minimal) sub-conjunction of the built-in
store B. For all the other details consider [3].7

This means that, if there is no inconsistency and the active constraint occurs
in the currently considered position in the heads to be removed of a rule variant
in a CHR program P and there is a matching substitution for all these heads
that is entailed by the built-in store as well as the rule’s guard, then the rule is
applied. The added body constraints as well as the syntactical equations in the
substitution are justified by all constraints that are necessary to apply this rule.

Propagate: Performs under almost the same preconditions as Simplify, i. e. if B 6=

falseF and the jth occurrence of the CHR predicate of c in a new rule variant
in P is r @ H ′

1, dj , H
′
2 \ H ′

3 ⇐⇒ G | C and there exists a matching substitution θ

such that c = θ(dj), chr(H1) = θ(H ′
1), chr(H2) = θ(H ′

2), chr(H3) = θ(H ′
3), and

B = E ∧ B′ such that D |= E −→ ∃E(θ ∧ G) holds, then

(l, W, K, 〈(cI#i : j ◦ A, {cI#i} ] H1 ] H2 ] H3 ] S, B, T 〉m)

� (l, W, K, 〈CJ ◦ cI#i : j ◦ A, {cI#i} ] H1 ] H2 ] S, θJ ∧ B, T ′〉m)

Concerning the justifications, it holds J = I ∪ just(H1)∪ just(H2)∪ just(H3)∪
just(E), where E is an appropriate (e. g minimal) sub-conjunction of the built-in
store B.

Additionally we have the following transitions to handle choices:

Choose: If B 6= falseF for any justification F , then:

(l, W, K, 〈(a1; . . . ; an)J ◦ A, S, B, T 〉m)

� (l + 1, l : (a2; . . . ; an)J ◦ W, K, 〈a
J∪{l}
1 ◦ A, S, B, T 〉m)

This means that if there is no inconsistency and the next goal is a choice, then
the first alternative constraint is chosen and its justification is extended by the
level indicator. This justified constraint replaces the whole alternative in the
goal. The remaining alternatives are stored under the level indicator for any
backtracking or back-jumping (see below) and finally this indicator is increased.

Backtrack: If B = falseF for a justification F and (l + 1, l : (ai; . . . ; an)J ◦

W, K, 〈a
J∪{l}
i−1 ◦A′, B′, S′, T ′〉m is the most recent state of that kind in the deriva-

tion performed so far8, then:

(l + 1, l : (ai; . . . ; an)J ◦ W, K, 〈A, S, falseF , T 〉m)

� (l + 1, l : (ai+1; . . . ; an)J ◦ W, K ∪ (F \ {l}), 〈a
J∪{l}
i ◦ A′, S′, B′, T ′〉m)

7 However, there is neither the necessity to consider the history T nor to extend it,
because the considered constraint cI#i is “consumed”.

8 This state is computable via adaptation [12].



In the special case where only one alternative is left and (l + 1, l : (an)J ◦

W, K, 〈a
J∪{l}
n−1 ◦A′, B′, S′, T ′〉m is the most recent state of that kind in the deriva-

tion performed so far, it holds:

(l + 1, l : aJ
n ◦ W, K, 〈A, S, falseF , T 〉n)

� (l + 1, l : ∅ ◦ W, K ∪ (F \ {l}), 〈aJ∪{l}
n ◦ A′, S′, B′, T ′〉m)

In both cases, the conflict set K is extended by the identifiers of previously
chosen constraints that are responsible for the occurred inconsistency.

This means that if any chosen alternative constraint results directly in an in-
consistency, i. e. no other Choose transition is applicable9 and there are remaining
alternatives, then the consequences of the chosen constraint are discarded and
the next alternative constraint is chosen.

Single-Step-Back-Jump : If B = falseF for a justification F and K∪(F \{l}) 6= ∅,

h = max(K ∪ (F \ {l})) hold, and (h + 1, h : (ai; . . . ; an)J ◦ W, K ′, 〈a
J∪{h}
i−1 ◦

A′, B′, S′, T ′〉 is the most recent state of that kind in the derivation performed
so far, then:

(l + 1, l : ∅ ◦ · · · ◦ h : (ai; . . . ; an)J ◦ W, K, 〈A, S, falseF , T 〉m)

� (h + 1, h : (ai+1; . . . ; an)J ◦ W, (K ∪ (F \ {l})) \ {h}, 〈a
J∪{h}
i ◦ A′, S′, B′, T ′〉m)

The conflict set K is extended by the identifiers of previously chosen (conjunc-
tions of) constraints that are responsible for the occurred inconsistency except
the identifier of the current level because there another alternative is chosen.
Otherwise, if K ∪ (F \ {l}) = ∅ holds, no further transition is applicable, i. e.
there is no consistent final state.

This means that if all chosen alternative constraints result directly in in-
consistencies, i. e. no further Choose transition was applied, processing “jumps
back”. It returns to the most recently performed Choose transition that is in-
volved in one of these inconsistencies, i. e. its level indicator is the maximum of
the actual conflict set. This conflict set is the union of the justifications of the
inconsistencies resulting from all alternatives at level l. If there are remaining
alternatives at the maximum level h < l, then the already chosen is replaced by
the next. Otherwise, if the actual conflict set is empty, any alternative will result
in an inconsistency, i.e. this transition is not applicable.

Multi-Step-Back-Jump: If B = falseF for a justification F and K ∪ (F \ {l}) 6= ∅,
h = max(K ∪ (F \ {l})) hold and (h + 1, h : ∅ ◦W, K ′, 〈aJ∪{h} ◦A′, B′, S′, T ′〉 is
the most recent state of that kind in the derivation performed so far, then:

(l + 1, l : ∅ ◦ · · · ◦ h : ∅ ◦ W, K, 〈A, S, falseF , T 〉m)

� (h + 1, h : ∅ ◦ W, (K ∪ (F \ {l})) \ {h}, 〈A′, S′, falseF\{l}, T ′〉m)

9 Otherwise the level indicator would be greater than l + 1.



Again, the conflict set K is extended by the identifiers of previously chosen
(conjunctions of) constraints that are responsible for the occurred inconsistency
except the identifier of the current level because there another alternative is
chosen. Additionally, the justification of false is adapted, too, i. e. identifiers
greater than the resulting level h are removed because the accompanying deci-
sions are discarded. Otherwise, if K ∪ (F \ {l}) = ∅ holds, no further transition
is applicable.

This means that if all necessary preconditions for a Single-Step-Back-Jump

transition hold, except that no remaining alternatives are left at level h, process-
ing has to “jump back” recursively either to another level h′ < h where remaining
alternatives are left or until any alternative will result in an inconsistency.

Example 5 (Continuation of Example 4). For n = 2 the initial state is R0 =
(0, λ, ∅, 〈A0, ∅, true, ∅〉1) with the initial goals

A0 = (edge(X1, X2)
∅
, edge(U, V )∅, edge(V, W )∅, edge(W,U)∅,

indomain(X1, [red, green, blue])∅, indomain(X2, [red, green, blue])∅,

indomain(U, [red, green])∅, indomain(V, [red, green])∅, indomain(W, [red, green])∅,

label(X1)
∅
, label(X2)

∅
, label(U)∅, label(V )∅, label(W )∅) .

These goals model a graph coloring problem that consists of an arc between X1

and X2 and a separate subgraph that connects U, V, W with each other. After
processing the CHR program in Figure 1 on the edge and indomain constraints
of the initial goals it holds R0 � · · · � (0, λ, ∅, 〈Aa, Sa, true, ∅〉18) = Ra, where

Aa = (label(X1)
∅
, label(X2)

∅
, label(U)∅, label(V )∅, label(W )∅)

Sa = {neq(X1, X2)
∅#2, neq(X2, X1)

∅#3, neq(U,V )∅#5, neq(V, U)∅#6,

neq(V, W )∅#8, neq(W,V )∅#9, neq(W,U)∅#11, neq(U, W )∅#12,

indomain(X1, [red, green, blue])∅#13, indomain(X2, [red, green, blue])∅#14,

indomain(U, [red, green])∅#15, indomain(V, [red, green])∅#16,

indomain(W, [red, green])∅}#17} .

Continuing constraint processing, labels variable X1 with color red in two steps:
First, the indomain constraint formulated on X1 is replaced by a choice due
to a Simplify transition. Second, the first alternative is chosen due to a Choose
transition storing the remaining two alternatives at root level 0. The chosen
alternative X1 = red that holds at level 1 is justified by the set {0} because this
decision is made at root level:

Ra �Activate (0, λ, ∅, 〈(label(X1)
∅#18 : 1, label(X2)

∅
, label(U))∅),

{label(X1)
∅#18} ∪ Sa, true, ∅〉19)

�
×18

Default
(0, λ, ∅, 〈(label(X1)

∅#18 : 19, label(X2)
∅
, label(U))∅, label(V )∅, label(W )∅),

{label(X1)
∅#18} ∪ Sa, true, ∅〉19)

�Simplify (0, λ, ∅, 〈((X1 = red; X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅,

label(X2)
∅
, label(U))∅, label(V )∅, label(W )∅),



Sa \ {indomain(X1, [red, green, blue])∅#13}, true, ∅〉19)

�Choose (1, (0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅, 〈((X1 = red){0},

label(X2)
∅
, label(U))∅, label(V )∅, label(W )∅),

Sa \ {indomain(X1, [red, green, blue])∅#13}, true, ∅〉19)

�Solve (1, (0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅, 〈(neq(X2, X1)
∅#3,

label(X2)
∅
, label(U))∅, label(V )∅, label(W )∅),

Sa \ {indomain(X1, [red, green, blue])∅#13},

((X1 = red){0}), ∅〉19) = R
′
a.

To keep the derivation simple, only the “inactive” constraint neq(X2, X1)
∅#3

was re-introduced in the last Solve transition.
Now, this constraint removes the color red from the domain of X2 after its

re-activation. A Simplify transition replaces the indomain constraint in the CHR
constraint store by a new one on top of the execution stack that is justified by
the set {0} because the transition is justified by the active neq constraint and
the equality X1 = red:

R
′
a �Reactivate (1, (0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅, 〈(neq(X2, X1)

∅#3 : 1,

label(X2)
∅
, label(U))∅, label(V )∅, label(W )∅),

Sa \ {indomain(X1, [red, green, blue])∅#13}, ((X1 = red){0}), ∅〉19)

�
×8

Default
(1, (0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅, 〈(neq(X2, X1)

∅#3 : 9,

label(X2)
∅
, label(U))∅, label(V )∅, label(W )∅),

Sa \ {indomain(X1, [red, green, blue])∅#13}, ((X1 = red){0}), ∅〉19)

�Simplify (1, (0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(indomain(X2, [green, blue]){0}, label(X2)
∅
, label(U))∅, label(V )∅, label(W )∅),

Sa \ {indomain(X1, [red, green, blue])∅#13,

indomain(X2, [red, green, blue])∅#14}, ((X1 = red){0}), ∅〉19) = Rb .

For simplicity let

Sb = Sa \ {indomain(X1, [red, green, blue])∅#13, indomain(X2, [red, green, blue])∅#14} .

The new indomain constraint is dropped into the CHR constraint store and
the next label constraint is activated. It labels variable X2 with color green in
a similar manner as before X1. However this decision depends on the labeling
of X1:

Rb �Activate (1, (0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(indomain(X2, [green, blue]){0}#19 : 1, label(X2)
∅
, label(U))∅),

{indomain(X2, [green, blue]){0}#19} ∪ Sb, ((X1 = red){0}), ∅〉20)

�
×21

Default
(1, (0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(indomain(X2, [green, blue]){0}#19 : 22, label(X2)
∅
, label(U))∅),



{indomain(X2, [green, blue]){0}#19} ∪ Sb, ((X1 = red){0}), ∅〉20)

�Drop (1, (0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅, 〈(label(X2)
∅
, label(U))∅),

{indomain(X2, [green, blue]){0}#19} ∪ Sb, ((X1 = red){0}), ∅〉20)

�Activate (1, (0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅, 〈(label(X2)
∅#20 : 1, label(U))∅),

{label(X2)
∅#20, indomain(X2, [green, blue]){0}#19} ∪ Sb,

((X1 = red){0}), ∅〉21)

�
×20

Default
(1, (0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅, 〈(label(X2)

∅#20 : 21, label(U))∅),

{label(X2)
∅#20, indomain(X2, [green, blue]){0}#19} ∪ Sb,

((X1 = red){0}), ∅〉21)

�Simplify (1, (0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈((X2 = green; X2 = blue){0}, label(U))∅), Sb, ((X1 = red){0}), ∅〉21)

�Choose (2, (1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈((X2 = green){0,1}
, label(U))∅), Sb, ((X1 = red){0}), ∅〉21)

�Solve (2, (1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(label(U))∅), Sb, ((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1}), ∅〉21) = Rd .

For simplicity, we have not re-introduced the “dropped” constraints contain-
ing X2, i. e. neither neq(X1, X2) nor neq(X2, X1) because they will not trigger
any of the rules in the considered CHR program. Then the variable U is labeled
in a similar manner as before X1 and X2. In contrast to the labeling of X2 the
labeling of U is independent from X1 and X2 due to the graph’s topology.

Rd �Activate (2, (1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(label(U)∅#21 : 1), {label(U)∅#21} ∪ Sb,

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1}), ∅〉22)

�
×20

Default
(2, (1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(label(U)∅#21 : 21), {label(U)∅#21} ∪ Sb,

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1}), ∅〉22)

�Simplify (2, (1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(U = green; U = blue)∅), Sb \ {indomain(U, [green, blue])∅#15},

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1}), ∅〉22)

�Choose (3, (2 : (U = blue)∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈((U = green){2}), Sb \ {indomain(U, [green, blue])∅#15},

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1}), ∅〉22)

�Solve (3, (2 : (U = blue)∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(neq(V, U)∅#6, neq(W,U)∅#11), Sb \ {indomain(U, [green, blue])∅#15},

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1} ∧ (U = green){2}), ∅〉22) = Re .



The value of variable U re-introduces at least the two constraints
neq(V, U)∅#6 and neq(W, U)∅#11. Reactivation of the first determines the value
of V . Thus, for Sc = Sb \ {indomain(U, [green, blue])∅#15}, it holds:

Re �Reactivate (3, (2 : (U = blue)∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(neq(V, U)∅#6 : 1, neq(W, V )∅#9, . . .), Sc,

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1} ∧ (U = green){2}), ∅〉22)

�
×14

Default
(3, (2 : (U = blue)∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(neq(V, U)∅#6 : 15, neq(W,V )∅#9, . . .), Sc,

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1} ∧ (U = green){2}), ∅〉22)

�Simplify (3, (2 : (U = blue)∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(V = blue){2}, neq(W,V )∅#9, . . .), Sc \ {indomain(V, [green, blue])∅#16},

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1} ∧ (U = green){2}), ∅〉22)

�Solve (3, (2 : (U = blue)∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(neq(W,V )∅#9, . . .), Sc \ {indomain(V, [green, blue])∅#16},

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1} ∧ (U = green){2}

∧ (V = blue){2}), ∅〉22) = Rf .

For simplicity, it is assumed that the constraint neq(W, V )∅#9 will be
the first to be reconsidered. Its reactivation results in analogous transitions
as before, however, the built-in store becomes inconsistent: For Sd = Sc \
{indomain(V, [green, blue])∅#16} it holds

Rf �Reactivate . . .

�Solve (3, (2 : (U = blue)∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(neq(W,V )∅#9, . . .), Sd \ {indomain(W, [green, blue])∅#17},

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1} ∧ (U = green){2}

∧ (V = blue){2} ∧ W = blue){2}), ∅〉22)

�Reactivate (3, (2 : (U = blue)∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(neq(W,V )∅#9 : 1, . . .), Sd \ {indomain(W, [green, blue])∅#17},

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1} ∧ (U = green){2}

∧ (V = blue){2} ∧ W = blue){2}), ∅〉22)

�Default (3, (2 : (U = blue)∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(neq(W,V )∅#9 : 2, . . .), Sd \ {indomain(W, [green, blue])∅#17},

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1} ∧ (U = green){2}

∧ (V = blue){2} ∧ W = blue){2}), ∅〉22)

�Simplify (3, (2 : (U = blue)∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(false{2}, . . .), Sd \ {indomain(W, [green, blue])∅#17, neq(W,V )∅#9},



((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1} ∧ (U = green){2}

∧ (V = blue){2} ∧ W = blue){2}), ∅〉22)

�Solve (3, (2 : (U = blue)∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(. . .), Sd \ {indomain(W, [green, blue])∅#17, neq(W, V )∅#9},

(false{2}), ∅〉22) = Rh .

The detected inconsistency triggers a Backtrack transition solely justified by the
last decision. Thus the conflict set is not changed. The next chosen labeling leads
to another inconsistency. Again, it is solely justified by this last alternative:

Rh �Backtrack (3, (2 : ∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈((U = blue){2}), Sb \ {indomain(U, [green, blue])∅#15},

((X1 = red){0} ∧ (X2 = green){0,1}), ∅〉22)

�Activate . . .

�Solve (3, (2 : ∅, 1 : (X2 = blue){0}, 0 : (X1 = green; X1 = blue)∅), ∅,

〈(. . .), Sd \ {indomain(W, [green, blue])∅#17, neq(W,V )∅#9},

(false{2}), ∅〉22) = Ri .

In state Ri there is no alternative left for the choice processed at level 2 (2 :
∅). Thus, back-jumping will be considered. However, any back-jump to another
alternative labeling of X2 or X1 is not triggered because the conflict set is empty.
This shows that the labeling of the variables X1 and X2 is not involved in the
inconsistency that consists in the subgraph of U, V, W that must be colored
with at least 3 different colors. Thus, CHR processing stops without superfluous
consideration of other derivations as in Example 4 when using the semantics ω∨

r .

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The main goal of this article is a combination of the flexibility allowed by provid-
ing disjunctions in CHR with the efficiency of a procedure to handle disjunctive
bodies. We extended the refined operational semantics of CHR presented in [3]
to accommodate several new transitions that makes use of the mechanism for
adaptive CHR to embed conflict-directed back-jumping for handling choices in
CHR∨. We presented a simple detailed example to demonstrate empirically the
advantages of this approach.

Ongoing theoretical work is on the formulation and proof of some proposi-
tions that show that the presented operational semantics conform to each other,
especially showing that the extended semantics is correct.

The next practical step will be an implementation realizing the new transi-
tions of the presented operational semantics. We will conduct this as a sub-task
of on-going project ROARS [10], which aims to build the first model-driven
CHR∨ compiler integrating adaptive CHR and handling of disjunctions.
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